Bright and black blood imaging of the carotid bifurcation at 3.0T.
The aim of this study was to evaluate our preliminary experience at 3.0 T with imaging of the carotid bifurcation in healthy and atherosclerotic subjects. Application at 3.0 T is motivated by the signal-to-noise gain for improving spatial resolution and reducing signal averaging requirements. We utilized a dual phased array coil and applied 2D, 3D time of flight (TOF) and turbo spin echo (TSE) sequences with comparison of two lumen signal suppression methods for black blood (BB) TSE imaging including double inversion preparation (DIR) and spatial presaturation pulses. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of healthy carotid vessel walls were compared in 2D and 3D BB TSE acquisitions. The bright and black blood multi-contrast exam was demonstrated for a complex carotid plaque. Contrast-to-noise (CNR) greater than 150 was achieved between the lumen and suppressed background for 3D TOF. For BB, both methods provided sufficient lumen signal suppression but slight residual flow artifacts remained at the bifurcation level. As expected 3D TSE images had higher SNR compared to 2D, but increased motion sensitivity is a significant issue for 3D at high field. For multi-contrast imaging of atherosclerotic plaque, fibrous, calcified and lipid components were resolved. The CNR ratio of fibrous (bright on PDW, T2W) and calcified (dark in T1W, T2W, PDW) plaque components was maximal in the T2W images. The 3D TOF angiogram indicating a 40% stenosis was complemented by 3D multi-planar reformat of BB images that displayed plaque extent. Detection of intimal thickening, the earliest change associated with atherosclerotic progression was observed in BB PDW images at 3.0 T. High SNR and CNR images have been demonstrated for the healthy and diseased carotid. Improvements in RF coils along with pulse sequence optimization, and evaluation of endogenous and exogenous contrast mechanisms will further enhance carotid imaging at 3.0T.